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The universe exists in between two singular points: one is the
maximum concentration and the lack of time and space, the
other one is the maximum dilution and a terminal unfolded
time. An aeon is the lapse of time between these two points
and therefore the overall duration of the universe. Whether
it unfolds and refolds again is a theoretical supposition.
Æon is an invitation to follow this voyage of creation and
annihilation in a human size, a representation of the forces
in movement ordering space and form whose origin and end
are the same singular point. The gestures are linked one to
another as part of a continuous evolution and differentiation.
The path evolves like on the surface of the Moebius strip,
once the journey ends by going through the limits of the
strip it finishes at the same starting point but in an opposite
space. There are never two identical moments after a cycle,
though our rationality invites our perception to think we are
back to the same situation.
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